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ALDIĞI NOT:

SÜRE: 40 dakika

A. Fill in the blanks with the given words. (8*3=24P)

hospital – movie  theatre – bakery – amusement park – 
municipality – police station – shopping mall –library

1. You can go the .................................... to buy some bread, delicious cakes or cookies.

2. I and my friend will go ................................... to buy present for our classmate’s birthday. I’ll buy a new pair of shoes, too.

3. My sister didn’t feel good yesterday and my dad took her to the .............................. . Doctors examined and gave some 
medicine.

4. Shall we go to .....................................? There is a new comedy film. I think you will love it.

5. My dad went .................................... to see the mayor and talked about our neighborhood.

6. We spend great time with my friends in the ..................................... . We prefer ghost train to roller coaster. It’s more 
exciting.

7. Yesterday, a thief broke into my neighbour’s home and she went .............................. to report this.

8. You can lend books from .................................. and also can research topics that you’re into.

B. Read the dialogue and write True or False. (4*4=16P)

Lina: Hi, Thomas. Do you know which planet is closer to the Sun? Neptune or Venus?

Thomas: Of course, I’m really into planets. It’s Venus.

Lina: That’s right. Can I ask a few more questions? What is a comet?

Thomas: Well, they are just snowballs of frozen gases, rocks and dust.

Lina: Oh! I don’t have to worry about them. That’s good news. How many planets are there in our solar system?

Thomas:There are eight planets and the biggest planet is Jupiter. Pluto is a dwarf planet, so we can’t call it as a main planet.

Lina: I’m proud of you, Thomas. You’re a genius.

Thomas: Thanks, Lina.

(.....) 1. Pluto is one of the main planets.

(.....) 2. Dwarf planet is different from main planet.

(.....) 3. Thomas has more information about the solar system than Lina.

(.....) 4. Neptune is bigger than Jupiter.
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C. Read the phrases and write “S” for the solutions and “P” for the problems. (10*2=20P)

(.....)

(.....)

(.....)

(.....)

(.....)

1. destroy rainforest

2. buy rechargeable batteries 

3. throw rubbish to the environment

4. drive on your own

5. keep the environment clean

(.....)

(.....)

(.....)

(.....)

(.....)

6. recycle paper and bottles

7. cut down trees

8. use public transportation

9. use poisonous chemicals

10. use solar energy 

D. Fill in the blanks with the given words. (10*2=20P)

prevent – documentary – like – coffee shop -  receive –
save –run – sitcoms – longer – some

1. We should .................................. natural habitat of the wild animals.

2. I prefer .................................. to reality shows because they’re really entertaining.

3. I watched a .................................. about wild life yesterday.

4. We need .................................. balloons to decorate.

5. Would you .................................. to attend Tom’s birthday party?

6. I hope I will .................................. a scholarship to a good university.

7. I believe I will .................................. my own business in my 30s.

8. We use recycled items to .................................. deforestation.

9. A year on Eris is .................................. than a year on Earth.

10. I go to .................................. to meet up with my friends and drink something.

E. Match the words to make phrases. (10*2=20P)

1. make 

2. spend

3. do

4. outdoor

5. win

6. get

7. graduate

8. cut 

9. save

10. watch

a. sport

b. a cup

c. engaged 

d. natural habitant

e. jokes

f. soap operas 

g. time with friends

h. down trees

i. from university

j. archery


